Wanted: Measures of
Economic Change
Ralph Turvey
Although the estimates of gross domestic product provide a splendid integrated picture of the performance of the economy they only tell half the
story. They tell us about growth (or, in a slump, about decline) but they do
not tell us about change.

What is needed
Consider the growth at constant prices of the total and of the major components of final expenditure or of the values added of the major components of gross domestic product. All of these are the net sums of changes
in their expenditure or industry sub-components. Each of these is in turn
the algebraic sum of all the separate increases and decreases within the
sub-component. A net change of, say, plus £1,000m is shown in the aggregate estimate in just the same way whether it results from increases of
£1,050m and decreases of £50m or whether it results from increases of
£1,500m and decreases of £500m. What has been happening in these two
cases is very different, yet that difference is completely concealed in the
national income estimates.
This is not a criticism of the national accounts any more than a complaint about the absence of wine with food is a criticism of the food. But
the absence of aggregative statistics about the amount of change in the
economy constitutes a very serious gap in our understanding of what has
been going on in the economy. Even the most detailed published breakdown of consumption at constant prices shows almost every component to
have grown through time, albeit at different rates. It conveys no hint of the
extent to which much of what we consume today differs from what we
used to consume. Mobile phones and DVDs have arrived in the last few
years. Looking further back, we used to have black and white television,
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travelled mainly on public transport, bought many products in paper bags
instead of plastic and had typewriters instead of word processors. The
growth in our use of colour TVs, cars, plastic wrappings and PCs got into
the growth in gross domestic product, but the shifts from black and white
TVs, public transport, paper wrappings and typewriters did not show up in
that growth.
Changes like these, and changes in the way products are made and services delivered, are not just icing on the cake of growth, either from the
point of view of describing changes in the standard of living or from the
perspective of analysing the behaviour of the economy.
Consider first the description of movement in the standard of living.
Consumption expenditure measured at constant prices rises faster from
year x to year y when measured at year x prices than when measured at
year y prices, and the difference will be larger the more consumers have
substituted products which have become relatively cheaper for products
which have become relatively more expensive. So the difference between
the two measures tells us something about the amount of change, but neither measure does so separately. It is true that the substitution of superior
electronic products for clockwork products with a similar function should
have lowered the Consumer Price Index via quality adjustments. But even
if such adjustments have been made, the resulting increase in deflated
consumer expenditure will be indistinguishable from what would have
happened had people been forced to stay with the clockwork products but
had bought a lot more of them. So some aggregative measure of the
amount of change within consumption would be a valuable adjunct to the
measure of growth in its total and major components.
For analysing the behaviour of the economy, output decreases are an
essential part of the story. If running an economy merely involved increases
everywhere, central planning would work quite well. But managing
change can defeat planners. Producing change is the role of the entrepreneurs who make capitalism work. Schumpeter wrote of “creative destruction” as the key to economic evolution. Yet our national accounts show no
trace of it and would thus be adequate only in a boring world where economic history consisted only of recording how much more there is of what!
Consider again the difference between a net increase of £1,000mn
resulting from increases of £1,050mn and decreases of £50mn or the same
net increase resulting from increases of £1,500mn and decreases of
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